
SATURN, THE PRAIRIE PLANET

ATURN, the sixth planet outward from the Sun,

is unique in several respects among the nine

worlds. People who travel there from other plan-

ets find it a world of wonder, especially at night.

S
For the night sky of Saturn is a spectacle matched

nowhere else in the System. Not even the wonderful

nights of the asteroid zone, whose skies always are

ablaze with meteors, can compare with the splendor of

Saturn's thronging moons moving in stately procession

across the starry heavens that are bisected by the

tremendous arc of the shining Rings.

Saturn is known throughout the System, not only as

the ringed planet but also as the "prairie planet". That is

because so much of the surface of this vast world is

covered by seemingly endless flat grasslands. The

Great Plains of Saturn, undulating gently away to the

distant horizon, are a sight such as no interplanetary

traveler forgets.

Vast herds of hoofed and horned animals evolved

naturally in such a habitat, and still exist on the remoter

plains in countless numbers. And there evolved also

carnivora swift enough to catch the swift Saturnian un-

gulates. The grass-tiger, the giant chameleon which

uses cunning protective coloration to stalk its prey, the

strange myrmidonia or antlike creatures who work in

unison to pull down large beasts, and the terrible cor

and other giant birds of prey are well known to plane-

tary zoologists.

EARLY PLANETARY TRAVEL

The first Earthmen explorers who visited Saturn,

back in the early days of the interplanetary travel, were

surprised to find that the planet was comparatively

warm. Considering its distance from the sun, they had

expected it to be cold. Only later did they learn that

Saturn, and Jupiter and Uranus and Neptune, possess

cores of radioactive matter which warm those worlds

from within.

Those first Earthmen explorers were also surprised,

as they had been on the other planets, to find a human

race on Saturn. The Saturnians, though blue of skin be-

cause of certain chemical elements in the atmosphere,

and though differing in other respects from the men of

Earth, were still undoubtedly human. Of course, we

know now that the human races found on every planet

are descendants of a race that long ago colonized Earth

and all the other planets of the System. But it was a

great riddle to the first visitors.

The Saturnians had already developed a fairly high

civilization before interplanetary travel ended their iso-

lation. They had built Ops and Cronos and other such

cities, apparently a long time in the past. But most of

the Saturnians were not city-dwellers but plains-

dwellers – nomads revelling in the free life of the Great

Plains, riding vast distances on their stads or Saturnian
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horses, hunting the herds of hoofed animals, looking

down with contempt on the city-dwellers.

SATURN'S GREAT HERDS

As interplanetary trade and commerce grew, Saturn

gradually became a great source of supply of meat for

the other worlds of the System. The vast plains were

ideally adapted for ranching. So many of the plains-

dwellers forsook hunting for the raising of meat, and to-

day great herds of tame animals are raised on the Satur-

nian ranches, to be shipped frozen in the vacuum-com-

partments of large spaceships to all the other worlds of

the System. Few of the denser metals are found on Sat-

urn, and the mining operations are not extensive. A pe-

culiar cement made from minerals quarried in the coun-

try west of Ops is much in demand throughout the Sys-

tem, since it can rapidly be de-solidified and remolded

by application of certain forces to it. Also, there were

formerly some mines of the rare metal gravium in one

of the great gorges near the southern pole – a forbid-

ding country infested by the fierce, inorganic creatures

called the Silicae. But these mines were completely de-

stroyed at the time that the man, Carson Brand of Nep-

tune, tried to gain control of the gravium supply of the

System.

THE FUNGUS FORESTS

On the other hand, precious metals abound in the

vast swarms of meteors and tiny planetoids which com-

pose the Rings. The difficulty is in getting at them. It

takes a bold space-sailor to dare entering the whirling

stone-storm of the Rings. A few desperate souls can be
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found who will try it in hope of quick wealth, but the

Rings are severely avoided by most navigators and ad-

venturers.

Much of Saturn is still quite unknown, even to the

Saturnians. The fungus forests which exist at several

places can be entered only after taking most thorough

precautions, so deadly are their floating spores. Those

spores were once used by criminals throughout the Sys-

tem as a deadly poison, and that fact led Saturnian au-

thorities to prohibit anyone from entering the fungus

forests without permission.

Another remarkable natural phenomenon of Saturn

are the so-called Wandering Lakes of the southern

hemisphere. These are several large bodies of water

which "migrate" to and fro through the valleys of the

south, apparently because of the constantly changing

powerful tidal pull of the ten moons. They make that

country perilous and little-known.

Greatest mystery-land of all on the ringed planet has

always been the Mistlands in the far north. That region

of eternal fog has always been shunned by the Saturni-

ans. They learned by experience that a man who once

entered it might wander until he died in the blinding

mists without being able to find a way out. Legends

about the Mistlands and the strange things they were

supposed to contain have long been current on Saturn,

and are usually retailed to any curious interplanetary

traveler.

THE PLANET'S TEN MOONS

Saturn has ten moons, though the smallest is so tiny

it sometimes is not counted. Titan, Dione, Japetus and

Rhea of the larger moons are inhabited. Tethys, also a

large moon, contains strange ruins that are one of the

great mysteries of the System. Enceladus is called the

Moon of Screaming Stones because of its peculiar vi-

brating crystals. Mimas is remarkable for its vegetation

that "dies" to protect itself when anyone lands there.

The other moons are little-known.

The Saturnians, being a hardy, daring race, make

good space-sailors, and wherever you go throughout the

System, you are sure to meet some of the lanky, blue-

skinned men. Being accustomed to the vast open plains,

they dislike the luxuriant swamp-forests of Venus and

the mighty fern-jungles of Jupiter, and feel uneasy amid

the sky-towering mountains of the planet Uranus.

Furthermore, Saturnians almost without exception

hate all Jovians, and the feeling is reciprocated. This is

one of the deepest feuds in the System, and one of the

most puzzling. Historians believe that it originated in

the dim past, when there may have been a period of in-

terplanetary contact between the two races, some sort

of interplanetary war that is still dimly remembered.

On the other hand, the Saturnians have a strong ad-

miration and liking for Earthmen. Unlike the aesthetic

Venusians, who consider Earthmen too aggressive and

hurrying, and unlike the Martians, who by reason of

their immeasurably ancient history are apt to look on

Earthmen as a too-youthful race, the Saturnians who

are themselves reckless to the point of foolhardiness

admire the daring and courage of Earth's space-pioneer-

ing sons, who first opened up the System.
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